Abstract. We call two square matrices A and B (over a ring) pseudo-similar, if matrices X, X~, X~ exist, such that X'AX = B, XBX~A, XX ~X = X and XX ~X = X. We show that if A and B have the same dimension and if the ring is a field, then pseudo-similarity implies similarity, and hence that pseudo-similarity is an equivalence relation.
1. Introduction and notation. In this note we shall investigate the algebraic properties of pseudo-similarity which we define as follows.
Definition. Let $lmX" denote the m x n matrices over a ring with unity. If
A E "3lmXm and B E 6lnXn, we say that A is pseudo-similar to B, via X and we write A ~ B, if there exists X E $l"x" and two possibly distinct X~, X" E %xm suchthat
(1) X~AX=B, (2) XBX= =A, (a) (3) XXX = X, (4) XX=X = X.
In general pseudo-similarity does not imply similarity as seen from the following example of 1 X 1 matrices over the ring £(R°°), of linear transformations on the vector space of real sequences.
Let X be the right shift and let Y be the left shift. Suppose furthermore that A = XY and B = /. Then XYX = X, YAX = B and XBY = A, so that A ~B#¡A.
The theorem in the abstract is established by use of the core-nilpotent decomposition of a square matrix over a field. First we give algebraic properties of pseudo-similarity in a general setting.
As always, any solution to XMX = X will be denoted by X~, X= etc., while X+ denotes any solution to XMX = X and MXM = M. These generalized inverses are sometimes called "inner" and "reflexive" inverses of X, respectively [1] . The set of all inner (reflexive) inverses of (•) will be indicated by {(•)}. {(')+}-Ranges, row spaces and nullspaces of (•) will be 2. Properties of ~. Theorem 1. Suppose A ~ B with X, X~, X= as in the definition (a). Then the following are valid.
(1) A = XXAXX" = AXX~ = XX'A, B = XXBX'X = X'XB = BX'X.
( Similarly for 4(iii) and 4(iv).
(6) First note that BB~(X~AA ~X)BB~ = BB~X~AA-(XB)B-= BB'X'AA'AXB-= BBBB' = BB ~. Secondly, (X-/L4-X).BJS-(X-/L4-X) = X'AA'XBB'(X~A)A~X = X -AA XBBBX =A "X = X ~AA ~AA "X = X ~AA "X.
One can establish the other results in an analogous way. Lastly, By = BX=Xy = cp(AXy), implying <p is also onto. Thus R(A) = R(B). In the same way, if we define 9(uTA) = uTXB, it then follows that RS(A) « RS(B). The proof of the theorem is now complete.
Let us now rephrase the condition of pseudo-similarity in a form which is more transparent when viewed from the theory of matrix equations. Remarks.
(1) One can use these conditions to verify the following range and row-
space equations: R(A) = R(XB), R(B) = R(X~A), RS(A) = RS(BX=), RS(B) = RS(AX).
(2) The equivalence between (ii) and (iii) also holds without X~,X= being inner inverses.
3. Main Theorem. Let us now specialize to the case where ill is a field *%, and suppose that A, B and X have the same dimension n. In this case the product rule for determinants shows that the main assertion (Theorem 2) is obvious if any of A, B or X is invertible.
Hence without loss of generality we may assume all three matrices to be singular.
The following additional corollaries of Theorem 1 are then immediate. , which clearly will not (and cannot) be true in general.
We close with the conjecture that Theorem 2 holds for matrices over a unit-regular ring, for which each a G R has at least one unit (= invertible) inner inverse a ~.
